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Abstract—In this work, we study robustness of DTN routing
in the absence of authentication. We identify conditions for an
attack to be effective and present an attack based on a combi-
nation of targeted flooding and acknowledgement counterfeiting
that is highly effective even with only a small number of attackers.
Simulation results show that delivery ratio decrease by 30% to
50% using only 2 attackers for the two mobility patterns studied
(Haggle and DieselNet). We observe that minimum hop count for
packet delivery has a strong influence on the robustness of the
DTN routing protocols. Generally, attacks become increasingly
effective when the minimum hop count required increases.
Further, use of global routing metadata in the routing protocol
also increases attack effectiveness. Our study provides insights
to the robustness of routing attacks in different DTNs settings
and can be useful to DTN designers who want to choose the
appropriate level of security that is needed for their respective
scenarios.

I. INTRODUCTION

Delay Tolerant Networks (DTNs) are a class of networks

in which there may be no contemporaneous path between

the source and destination at a given time. Packet delivery

over a DTN is often characterized by large end-to-end path

latency and a DTN routing protocol has to deal with frequent

disconnections.

In order to improve the performance of DTN routing, a

number of mechanisms have been utilized in different DTN

routing protocols [1], [2], [3], [4], [5], [6]. These mechanisms

often include replication of packets to many nodes so as to

increase the chances of delivery and to reduce the delivery

latency. In a single contact, only limited packets may be

exchanged between two mobile nodes. As a result, the order

of packet transfer, which depends on the priority a node

associates with each packet, has significant impact on the

overall performance. Replication-based DTN routing protocols

differ mainly on how each packet’s priority is determined.

In addition to the routing protocol used, a DTN performance

can also be affected by attacks from malicious nodes. Existing

works on MANET routing security that focus on securing

the path establishment process [7], [8], [9], [10], [11], [12]

cannot be use for securing DTN as DTN routing are typically

opportunistic with no end-to-end path establishment.

Many approaches for securing routing in DTN depend

on using public key cryptography to limit participants to a

set of authorized nodes and using class of service for the

allocation of buffering and link capacity [13], [14], [15], [16].

Such approaches include authenticating every routing metadata

and packets at every intermediate hop, incurring considerable

processing overhead. In addition, key management may not be

easy to carry out under certain trust models and scenarios, and

is further complicated by the sporadic connectivity of DTN.

Recent work has suggested that some DTNs coupled

with replication-based routing protocols are intrinsically fault-

tolerant, and robust against a large number of malicious

attackers even in the absence of authentication [17]. This poses

the question of the necessity of authentication or the level of

authentication required especially since authentication imposes

overhead. Without authentication, the number of nodes willing

to join the network may actually increase due to the easier

deployment, resulting in better overall performance.

In this paper, we revisit and study the robustness of

DTNs without authentication. We present an attack based

on a combination of targeted flooding and acknowledgement

counterfeiting. We quantify the effectiveness of our attacks

on UMass DieselNet and Haggle trace which have previously

been thought to be robust when a replication-based routing

protocol (MaxProp) is used [17]. The proposed combination

attack is highly effective, even when only a small number

of attackers are used. Simulation shows that delivery ratios

decrease by 30% to 50% using only 2 attackers for the two

mobility patterns studied.

We observe that minimum hop count for packet delivery has

a strong influence on the robustness of the DTN routing pro-

tocols. Generally, attacks become increasingly effective when

the minimum hop count required increases. An observation we

make in this work is that the small number of hops needed to

deliver a packet in some DTNs (DieselNet and Haggle) is one

of the reasons why they are robust against the routing attacks

in [17].

The use of globally flooded routing metadata in the routing

protocol to guide routing decision also increases attack effec-

tiveness. Routing protocols such as MaxProp[5] and Rapid[6]

uses globally flooded routing metadata to guide routing and

buffer management decision. However, due to the flooded

nature of the routing metadata, it makes the attackers easy to

spoof and flood tainted routing metadata. We show in section

IV-A1 that a very small number of attackers can taint the

routing metadata of a large number of nodes. Hence, a large

number of nodes can be misguided by the tainted routing

metadata, degrading routing performance.

Our study provides insights into the effectiveness of routing

attacks in different DTN settings and can be useful to DTN

designers who want to decide on the level of security that is
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appropriate for their respective scenarios.

The rest of the paper is organized as follow. Section II

presents related work. In Section III, we present the security

and mobility model assumed, and the routing protocol used for

evaluation. Section IV present details on the proposed routing

attacks. Evaluation is presented in Section V and we conclude

in Section VI.

II. BACKGROUND

Current approaches for securing routing in DTN largely

depends on using public key cryptography to limit participants

to a set of authorized nodes and using class of service for

buffer space and link capacity allocation [13], [14], [15], [16].

In addition, every routing metadata and packets injected into

the network are authenticated at every intermediate hops. Such

approaches incur considerable overhead and have to deal with

the difficulty of key management.

Public keys can be pre-distributed before deployment, but

this approach is more difficult to realise when incremental

deployment of network nodes is desirable. Alternatively, a

public key infrastructure (PKI) may be used. However, in dis-

connected environments such as DTN, access to online servers

for fetching public keys or checking Certificate Revocation

Lists (CRL) may not be possible.

Recently, Identity-Based Cryptography (IBC) schemes have

been proposed for use in DTN environments[15][16]. With

IBC scheme, the recipient public key is simply a function

of a public identification string of the recipient, hence the

recipient identity implicitly validate the recipient public key.

Furthermore, instead of checking the Certificate Revocation

Lists (CRL), time-based keys are used for revoking the rights

of compromised or malicious nodes. Such schemes however,

still require all nodes in the network to trust and register

with the Private Key Generator (PKG). The PKG must be

able to verify that the node is indeed allowed to use the

public identifier. A confidential communication channel will

be needed to securely deliver the private key to the node.

While routing security has been studied extensively in

traditional ad hoc networks [7], [8], [9], [10], [11], [12],

the work cannot be easily extended to DTN due to different

routing style and network characteristics. For example, route in

traditional ad hoc networks are mainly established before any

data transfer. Routing disruption attacks such as black hole[7],

[8], flood rushing[12] and wormhole[9] attack the route estab-

lishment process. It either causes route establishment to fail,

or establishes a route that will not be able to deliver the data.

In DTNs where routing is opportunistic, there is typically no

path establishment before sending data.

Our work is closely related to Burgess’s work [17] on

the robustness of DTN against attackers in the absence of

authentication. The benefits of DTN without authentication

include less processing overhead, no administrative difficulty

and more attractive to get nodes to join the network. Having

more nodes in the DTN provide more contact capacity and

buffer for the network. As noted by Burgess et al, for many

non-military scenarios, it is unlikely that a network will attract

a large percentage of attackers. Hence if DTN can withstand

a small percentage of attackers, it may be more beneficial to

forgo authentication so as to attract more participating nodes.

The main question is whether DTN without authentication is

robust enough against a small percentage of attackers.

While Burgess’s work suggests that some DTNs coupled

with replication-based routing protocols are intrinsically fault-

tolerant and robust against a large percentage of attackers, it

remains unclear why the protocols are robust or the scenarios

whereby DTNs will be robust against the attackers.

In this work, we present an attack that is effective against

replication-based DTN routing protocols and identify scenar-

ios where DTNs are most vulnerable to such an attack.

III. SYSTEM MODEL

In this section, we describe the security assumptions, mo-

bility models used and properties of the routing protocol

evaluated.

A. Security Assumptions

We assume that nodes do not perform authentication of relay

nodes in the network. Similarly, no authentication is performed

on the authenticity of messages. As a result, attackers can

spoof their MAC layer addresses to appear to be any node,

including destinations of packets. Routing metadata and pack-

ets can also be spoofed and relay nodes have no means to

verify their authenticity.

Finally, we also assume that attackers do not have global

knowledge of DTN topology and future transfer opportunities.

Stronger attackers with global knowledge and choice of loca-

tion will be able to inflict much more damage than our attacker

model here. However, we show that even with a weaker

attacker model, attackers can still degrade the performance of

the network considerably such that we need to be wary about

DTNs without authentication.

B. Mobility Models

Our evaluation are based on real network traces, namely

the DieselNet [5] and Haggle project [18] traces which are

similarly used in [17]. The Haggle trace consists of a 3 day

long trace that is based on a human mobility experiment in

Infocomm 2005. A total of 41 volunteers joined the experiment

and each was given an iMote device that can communicate

with one another using Bluetooth. The iMotes are also capa-

ble of connecting to other Bluetooth-capable devices in the

environment. Similar to the experiment in [17], we removed

connection events from the Haggle data that lasted less than

one second or involved the singular appearance of a node since

meaningful data transfer is likely to require setup time and

nodes incapable of routing data may be ignored. After the

transformation, the traces left with only events involving 41

Class 1 devices (the iMotes devices) and none of the Class 2

devices (other Bluetooth-capable devices). In order to limit a

single simulation interval to be 24 hours or less, we split the

Haggle trace into 3 segments, each lasting about 1 day.
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Fig. 1. Unique Peers Encountered Daily

The DieselNet trace comprises of roughly 30 buses (with

specific number varying according to the bus schedule). The

median number of DieselNet buses in each trace is 19. Buses

are outfitted with wireless transmitters and receivers. Com-

munication between the buses is performed via the 802.11b

protocol. DieselNet trace consists of 60 days of traces (cap-

tured during January to May 2005).

Figure 1 shows the number of peers encountered per mobile

node for the two traces. Nodes in the Haggle trace have a

broader distribution of peers encountered. The median number

of peers contacted by each node in the Haggle trace is 19,

about 45% of the network. The median number of peers

contacted by each node in DieselNet is 7, about 39% of the

median number of buses in each trace.

C. Routing Model

The routing protocol used in our evaluation is MaxProp

[5], a replication-based DTN routing protocol. MaxProp has

been shown to provide robustness against various attacks

[17]. It offers better throughput than several other strategies

such as Epidemic [1], Prophet [3], Spray and Wait [2] and

even Dijkstra algorithm with an oracle of future transfer

opportunities [19].

While we use MaxProp in our study, our study is applicable

to other replication-based routing protocols that use flooded

routing metadata to guide replication and buffer management.

In terms of packet scheduling/replication, MaxProp repli-

cates packets in the following order:

1) Packets destined to the directly connected node

2) Routing metadata (estimations of the probability of

meeting every other node)

3) Acknowledgements of delivered data.

4) Packets in ascending order of hop count for hop count

below a certain threshold. This threshold is adaptive

and is determined by using the average contact capacity

measured from previous encounters.

5) Packets in descending order of delivery likelihood.

In terms of buffer management, MaxProp removes packets

from its buffer in the following order:

1) Acknowledged packets.

2) Packets in ascending order of delivery likelihood for

packets with hop count above a certain adaptive thresh-

old.

3) Packets in descending order of packet hop count.

MaxProp uses network-wide acknowledgements to remove

delivered packets from relay and source nodes, clearing up

buffer and also prevent nodes from receiving packets which

have already been delivered. The acknowledgements are cre-

ated when packet reaches the destination and the acknowl-

edgements are flooded throughout the network.

As mentioned by Burgess et al [17], to mitigate the effects

of acknowledgement counterfeiting, a node should ignore an

acknowledgement if it has not seen the packet being acknowl-

edged beforehand. In all our experiments, we implement this

defense against acknowledgement counterfeiting.

In MaxProp and many similar DTN routing protocols [3],

[4], [5], [6], routing metadata is exchanged and kept when two

peers meet. Each node maintains a copy of its own table that

describes the node contacts that it has observed in the past.

Each table has an associated timestamp, indicating the time in

which the table was last updated. These contact information

or routing metadata is replicated to other nodes during contact

so that other nodes are aware of each others’ contact history.

When two nodes in the contact have different versions of the

routing metadata entry, the copy with the earlier timestamp

will be replaced. Figure 2 shows an example of MaxProp

routing metadata that is stored at node A.

Based on the routing metadata exchanged, the data main-

tained in each contact table is used to estimate delivery

likelihood. In the case of MaxProp, the delivery likelihood

is computed in the form of path cost. The higher the de-

livery likelihood, the lower the path cost. The cost of the

path i, i + 1, ..., d is the sum of the probabilities that each

connection on the path does not occur: c (i, i + 1, ..., d) =
∑d−1

x=i

[

1−
(

fx
x+1

)]

. In figure 2, the most likely path for

delivering a packet from A to D is through node B, since

the path cost ABD is the minimum. The cost is computed as

ABD=0.3 ( (1 - 0.9) + (1 - 0.8) ).
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Fig. 2. The organization of routing metadata in a node

IV. MOTIVATION AND PROPOSED ATTACK

In [17], four general attacks Drop All, Random flooding,

Invert routing metadata, and Acknowledgement counterfeiting

were experimentally shown to be ineffective.

Drop All attack is not effective as there are still many

possible paths to destination that do not involve the attackers.

In Random flooding attack, the priority to replicate or drop

the attackers’ packets is the same as non-attackers’ packet.

Hence the effectiveness of Random flooding attack is limited

by how fast the attackers can inject packets into the network

to cause resource contention.

For Invert routing metadata attack, it attempt to cause the

list of packets to be transmitted or drop in the reverse order.

Its effectiveness is limited by how resource constrained the

network is. For example, if two peers meet and they have

enough contact capacity to transmit all their buffer contents to

the other node, then even if the list of packets are transferred in

the reverse order, there is no performance degradation at all.

Perhaps a more severe limitation of invert routing metadata

attack is that simply inverting every routing metadata may not

be effective. If an attacker sees the same routing metadata the

second time, inverting it the second time gives correct version

of the routing metadata.

In Acknowledgement counterfeiting, attackers must first

know the existence of a packet before it can fake acknowledge-

ments. Its effectiveness is limited by how quickly the attackers

know the existence of a packet.

While the above attacks may be ineffective, many variations

of these attacks are still possible. Furthermore, these attacks

can be combined to reinforce each other.

A. Proposed Attack

Our proposed attack combines and uses a variation of the

above attacks in an attempt to overcome the described limi-

tations. It consists of two components. The first component,

called non-deliverable packet flooding floods data to non-

existent nodes to cause resource contention. It also includes

routing metadata falsification that spoof routing metadata so

that the flooded packets gets higher priority in replication

and lower priority in being dropped. The second component

identity impersonation impersonates different identities to act

as destinations for packets. Furthermore, upon knowing the

existence of a packet, attackers flood network-wide acknowl-

edgements of the packet in an attempt to purge the packet out

from the network.

The primary purpose of the first component is to cause

network resource congestion, and to make relay nodes having

a higher tendency to drop non-attackers’ packets from their

buffer and replicate attackers’ packets. The second component

aims to purge packets from both the source and the relay

nodes. We explain in detail the two components in the fol-

lowing sections.

1) Non-Deliverable Packet Flooding: In non-deliverable

packet flooding attack, attacker floods new packets to some

non-existent destinations so that the flooded packets will not

be delivered and stay in the network for a long period of

time. However, with MaxProp and other routing protocols

that rely on contact histories to estimate delivery time or

probability, non-deliverable packets are actually given the

lowest priority. These packets are replicated last and in the

case of buffer contention, they will be dropped first. This

is undesirable from the attacker’s point of view. To counter

that, attackers can perform routing metadata falsification by

spoofing every node’s routing metadata and claim that the node

can reach the non-existent destination with high probability.

More specifically in our experiments, the attackers remove all

entries in a routing metadata table and create an entry with

meeting probability 1 to the non-existent destination.

Figure 3 shows node A’s routing metadata with and without

routing metadata attack. Node E is a non-existent destination

and attackers flood packets to node E. With routing metadata

attack, node A will give replication priority for packets in the

order B, E, D, C. Further, if there is contention for buffer,

packets destined to C will be dropped first. Without routing

metadata attack, node A will give replication priority for

packets in the order B, D, C, E and if there is contention

for buffer, packets destined to E will be dropped first. This

illustrates that routing metadata attack can successfully raise

the priority of the attackers’ flooded packets.

Effectiveness of metadata falsification

Consider an attack where NA attackers keep injecting false

routing information of a victim node, say node D. Let’s call

a node who is neither an attacker nor the victim a carrier

node. Whenever an attacker meets a carrier node, it will

send a tainted table (see Figure 3 for example) of node

D, which contains false information and time-stamped with

the latest time. On the other hand, the victim also injects

the correct table to the carrier nodes. Recall that whenever

two nodes meet, they will exchange and update their routing

metadata to the one with the later timestamp. Note that only

the attackers and victim will set the timestamp, carrier nodes

simply help replicate the routing metadata without modifying

the timestamp.

Now, under the above spreading process, we want to de-

termine the fraction of carrier nodes having the tainted table.

We claim that the fraction is NA/(NA + 1) under reasonable

assumptions. Let us consider this mobility model: The time is

divided into periods of unit length. During each period, two

randomly chosen nodes come into contact. The random nodes

chosen in each period are independent to choices made in other

periods. Let Xt,i be the random variable where Xt,i = 1 if
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(a) Under Attack (b) Without Attack

Fig. 3. Comparison of node’s routing metadata with/without attack.

the node i’s metadata is tainted at time t, and 0 otherwise. For

convenience1, let us assume that initially (i.e. at time 0), each

node has the probability of NA/(NA + 1) being tainted (i.e.

Prob(X0,i = 1) = NA/(NA +1)). We can show that, for any

i and t ≥ 0,

E(Xt,i) =
NA

NA + 1
. (1)

From (1) and linearity of expectations, the fraction of carrier

nodes having a tainted table over all carrier nodes is also

NA/NA + 1. To show (1), let us consider a carrier node

whose routing metadata originates from a malicious node or

the victim, and trace back how the routing metadata spread

from the source. We say that there is a path from node p0 at

time t0 to node p1 at time t1, if there is a sequence

j1 = p0, s1 = t0, j2, s2, j3, . . . , jk−1, sk−1 = t1, jk = p1,

where node ji and ji+1 meet during time period si, and the

subsequence s1, s2, . . ., is strictly increasing. Let us take (t1−
t0) as the length of the path. Note that if there is a path from

node p0 to the victim, and it is shorter than every path to a

malicious node, then the metadata in p0 will not be tainted.

Similarly, if there is a path to a malicious node, and every

path to the victim is longer, then the metadata will be tainted.

Due to the independencies in choosing the two nodes in each

time period, the probability that the nearest node is malicious

is NA/(NA + 1).
To know the effectiveness of routing metadata falsification

in the Haggle and DieselNet traces, we perform simulations

on them to get the fraction of nodes having a tainted routing

metadata. Each simulation was run till the end of the trace

and the fraction of nodes having a tainted routing metadata is

noted. The result presented here is the average of the different

runs of the simulation. The description of these traces and

simulations can be found in section III-B. Figure 4 shows that

the traces in our simulation exhibit similar fraction of tainted

nodes compared to our stochastic model here.

The result in figure 4 suggests that it is possible for very few

attackers to launch an effective routing metadata falsification

attack. This apply even for large networks with hundreds or

1This assumption on the initial condition is not crucial. One may consider
the initial condition where all metadata are untainted. In this case, the fraction
approaches NA/(NA + 1), instead of the equality we obtained in (1).
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Fig. 4. Fraction of nodes with tainted routing metadata

thousands of nodes. Hence, we expect our non-deliverable

packet flooding attack to benefit much from the use of routing

metadata falsification.

2) Identity Impersonation Attack: In the identity imperson-

ation attack, attackers impersonate different identities to act as

destinations for packets so as to trick relay nodes or the packet

source node to believe that the packets have been delivered.

Furthermore, upon knowing the existence of a packet, attackers

flood network-wide acknowledgements of the packet into the

network. Nodes that are tricked into believing that the packets

have been delivered will drop the packets from their buffer.

Such attack directly exploits the lack of node authentication.

In a single contact, an attacker can potentially take on the

identities of many other nodes if the contact duration is

sufficiently long. In the extreme case, all packets in a node’s

buffer can be falsely removed. This is possible since frequent

disconnections are the norms in DTN. This attack is most

effective when the attacker encounters the source early in the

packet forwarding process when the number of replicas of a

packet in the network is low.

V. EVALUATION

We evaluate the robustness of DTNs in the presence of at-

tackers launching random flooding attacks (rf), non-deliverable

packet flooding attacks (ndp), and identity impersonation at-

tack (imp). For identity impersonation attack, we limit the

switching of identity to at most once per second. All our

evaluations were performed using our simulator that was
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modified from the ONE simulator[20], a simulator developed

specifically for DTN simulations.

The traces used for simulation are the Haggle and DieselNet

trace (see section III-B for description). In our simulation, we

randomly assign nodes as honest and attacker nodes. All hon-

est nodes generate traffic destined for other randomly chosen

honest nodes. Each node has a 5MB buffer size and packets

may be deleted before delivery when the buffer is full. When

a packet is to be dropped due to buffer full, a node will always

drop packets originating from other nodes before considering

dropping its own packets. In all simulations, packets are fixed

at size 10KB. Whenever load is too high, delivery rate is very

low due to contention. In order to isolate the effects of the

attackers, we use a moderate packet load of 10 packets/hr per

honest node. Finally, in the identity impersonation attack, we

assume that a malicious node can take on a new identity only

once every second.

The transfer capacity of a single contact has an impact on

the routing performance. In the Haggle trace, only contact

duration is provided. If we assume the bluetooth device can

transmit at 1Mbps, the median per-contact capacity will be

approximately 25MB. In all our evaluations, we set the median

per-contact capacity to be 25MB, including the DieselNet

trace. Figure 5 shows the CDF graph of the per-contact

capacity for the Haggle and DieselNet trace. In this setting,

there is greater than 80% of the contact opportunities having

enough capacity to transfer the full buffer contents of the two

meeting nodes. The main resource contention here is hence

the buffer.
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Fig. 5. CDF of contact capacity

A. Evaluation varying attackers

From figure 6-8, it can be seen that non-deliverable packet

flooding is effective even when there are only 1-2 attackers.

In fact, the addition of more attackers does not help to

bring the delivery ratio much lower. The reason is that 1-

2 attackers is enough to cause the relay nodes’ buffer to

be filled with the attackers’ packets due to the replicative

nature of MaxProp protocol and high per-contact capacity.

Further, since the packets are non-deliverable, they stay in

the relay nodes’ buffer for a long period of time, causing

contention with other relay packets. For random flooding,

there is less buffer contention since flooded packets may be

delivered to the destination quickly, and these are removed

from the relay nodes’ buffer much faster. Furthermore, unlike

non-deliverable packet flooding attack, random flooding attack

does not manipulate the routing metadata to give the attackers’

packets higher priority to stay in the buffer or be selected for

replication. Note that in the simulation, nodes always keep

packets originating from it. Hence even though relay packets

are dropped, the source node still holds a copy of the packet

and can still deliver the message through direct contact with

the destination. Non-deliverable packet flooding fails to attack

such direct contact delivery situation.

Figure 7 shows the hop count of messages at the time they

were delivered to their destinations with 10% attackers. It can

be seen that without flooding attacks, there are quite a number

of packets delivered with 3-6 hop counts. On the other hand,

with flooding attacks, most packets tend to be delivered with

only 1 or 2 hop counts. The main reason is that flooding

causes many packets to be dropped at relay nodes due to buffer

contention. Since in our simulation, source always give higher

priority in keeping its own packets, and due to mobility, the

source may later meet the destination of the packets and send

the packets to it directly. In other words, the capability of each

node to eventually meet many other nodes provides substantial

robustness against flooding attacks that causes packets to be

dropped at relay nodes. Note however, the delivery latency

is affected by flooding attacks, causing much higher delivery

latency as shown in Figure 8.

Unlike non-deliverable packet flooding, impersonation at-

tack is more effective when the number of attackers increases

since launching the attack requires direct contact. The more

attackers there are in the network, the more performance

degradation it causes. Flooding attack and impersonation at-

tack are complementary and can be launch together to cause

more damage, as can be seen from figure 6.

B. Communicating Pairs Evaluation

In this section, we evaluate the routing performance of peers

who are communicating across different distances (in terms

of hop count required). Our goal is to understand how non-

deliverable packet flooding and identity impersonation attack

affect communicating peers that communicate over different

distances in terms of hop counts. We first use a synthetic

trace to better understand the effects of the attacks followed

by further evaluation on the Haggle and DieselNet traces.

The synthetic trace imposes some structure so that it

is possible to evaluate peers communicating with different

number of minimum hop counts required. It consists of 40

nodes in a 5 by 5km area. The 40 nodes are divided into 8

different groups (each group consist of 5 nodes), and each

node in a group move around an attraction point in the map

with a standard deviation of 500m. The position of attraction

points are randomly generated with the constraint that no two

attraction points are within 1000m to each other. We generate

10 such synthetic traces for our simulation and the results

reported are the averaged of the 10 traces.
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Fig. 6. Delivery Ratio under buffer contention
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Fig. 7. Message hop count at delivery (10% attackers)
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Fig. 8. Delivery Latency under buffer contention

In our evaluation of attacks, we place one attacker in one of

the groups, call it group A. We want to evaluate the delivery

ratio when an honest node in a group sends packets to another

honest node in a certain group.

We divide the communicating pairs into the following

category:

1) A-A: packets sent from a node in group A to another

node in group A

2) A-B: packets sent from a node in group A to another

node in group B. Group B’s attraction point is at most

2000m from group A’s attraction point.

3) A-C: packets sent from a node in group A to another

node in group C. Group C’s attraction point is at least

2000m away from group A’s attraction point.

4) X-Y: packets sent from a node in group X to another

node in group Y where there is no attacker in group X

and Y. In addition, group X’s attraction point is at least

2000m away from group Y’s attraction point.
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Figure 9 shows the distribution of hops taken when packets

are delivered in each category when there are no attackers.

Majority of the packets in category A-A are delivered within

1-2 hops. For category A-C, C-A, X-Y and Y-X, the commu-

nication is further apart with majority of the packets delivered

after going through more than 3 hops.
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Fig. 9. Distribution of hops taken

Figure 10 shows the delivery ratio of nodes communicating

in different groups (recall that 1 attacker is placed in group

A). When the number of hops required is low (eg. A-A),

non-deliverable packet flooding do not have any effect, since

eventually the source node may directly meet the destination

node. However, when the number of hops required is high (eg.

A-C), communication between the two peers relies on relay

nodes. Non-deliverable packet flooding causes relay nodes

along the path to drop packets, and the communication in

category A-C is severely affected. The delivery ratio drops

from 0.77 (without attacker) to 0.09 (one attacker). This

demonstrates that for peers that require a few hops in order to

communicate, non-deliverable packet flooding attack can have

a serious impact on them.

Identity impersonation attack is more effective when the at-

tacker is closer to the source of a packet, giving higher chance

that the attacker eliminates the packet before it is replicated

to many other nodes. This is especially clear when comparing

category A-C and C-A under identity impersonation attack.

Delivery ratio for category A-C is only 0.11 compared to 0.46

for group C-A communication.

For group X-Y and Y-X communication, effectiveness of

non-delivery packet flooding depends on the location of the

attacker. If attacker is far from the communication path of X-

Y and Y-X, then it may fail to effectively taint the relay nodes

routing metadata. In such cases, relay nodes will then drop

the attacker’s flooded packets when there is buffer contention.

Identity impersonation attack also does not work well in such

cases since by the time the attacker learns about the existence

of a packet and try to flood counterfeit acknowledgements into

the network, the packet may have already been delivered or

replicated many times and is close to being delivered.

We now move on to further evaluation using the Haggle and

DieselNet trace. Figure 11 shows the delivery ratio based on

the minimum hop count required for a packet to be delivered to
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Fig. 10. Communicating pairs evaluation (1 attacker in Group A)

the destination. We did not show the results for minimum hop

count that is greater than 3 as the number of these packets are

too little. Similar to what we observed in the synthetic trace,

packets with high minimum hop count required for delivery

are severely affected by non-deliverable packet flooding attack.

Packets with minimum hop count of 1 for delivery are not

affected by non-deliverable packet flooding attack, but it is

still susceptible to identity impersonation attack.

C. Robustness with globally flooded routing metadata

In this section, we evaluate the packet delivery ratio for

two routing protocols. The first is MaxProp, which uses

globally flooded routing metadata to guide routing decisions.

The second is a modification to the MaxProp protocol. We

remove the routing metadata used in MaxProp, and the routing

decision is solely based on packet hop count. Packets with

lower hop counts are given higher priority for replication and

lower priority for drop. We call this protocol HC.

Since only the non-deliverable packet flooding attack makes

use of falsification of routing metadata, we only perform non-

deliverable packet flooding attack here and exclude identity

impersonation attack. Figure 12 shows the delivery ratio of the

two routing protocols. The delivery ratio of MaxProp degrades

much faster than HC. Using packet hop count to guide routing

decision is not affected by the routing metadata falsification

component of non-deliverable packet flooding attack, hence

non-deliverable packet flooding is not effective against HC.

Falsifying hop count will be more difficult for attackers, since

they will have to see the packet first before being able to

modify the hop count.

D. Evaluation varying Buffer Size

We investigate whether increasing buffer size makes Max-

Prop more robust against non-deliverable packet flooding

attack. Figure 13 shows that increasing buffer size does not

help in making MaxProp more robust against non-deliverable

packet flooding attack. Even with additional buffer, the attack-

ers’ packets quickly filled up the buffer, causing similar level

of resource contention.
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Fig. 11. Delivery Ratio with different minimum hop count for delivery (10% attackers)
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Fig. 12. Delivery Ratio of MaxProp and HC
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Fig. 13. Delivery Ratio varying buffer size

E. Discussion

Previous sections discussed the attacks without any routing

authentication. What if some form of authentication can be

performed? We consider two levels of authentication here:

1) Authenticate the identity of the peer in an encounter

2) Authenticate the identity of the peer in an encounter,

routing metadata and acknowledgements

In (1), nodes in the network authenticate the peer when

there is an encounter. Nodes can easily authenticate each other

based on public key in a certificate. Overhead is low but

in this case, it only prevent against identity impersonation

(partially). The attacker will not be able to impersonate as

the destination of packets, but it will still be able to flood fake

acknowledgements. Note that non-deliverable packet flooding

attack is not affected by such authentication at all. As such,

authentication at this level is not effective against our attacks.
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In (2), besides authenticating the identity of the peer, it also

authenticates the routing metadata and acknowledgements.

For acknowledgements, they are signed by the destination

node. The overhead involved is much higher compared to (1),

but it can fully prevent identity impersonation. As for non-

deliverable packet flooding attack, flooding to non-existent

destination is still possible. However, the metadata falsification

component is thwarted. Hence, non-deliverable packets will

be correctly determined by relay nodes that it is unlikely

to be delivered. In this case, the relays will choose to drop

these packets in the event of buffer contention. As a re-

sult, non-deliverable packet flooding will not be effective.

It should be noted however, tailgating attack can be launch

with non-deliverable packet flooding attack. This allows non-

deliverable packets to be seen as highly deliverable by relay

nodes, enhancing the effectiveness of non-deliverable packet

flooding attack. (It is out of the scope of this paper to discuss

tailgating attack, reader is referred to the paper [21] for more

information.)

VI. CONCLUSION

Contrary to previous work [17], we show that DTN with

replicative routing protocols are not necessarily robust under

known denial of service attacks if there are no authentication

mechanism in place. Under many networking settings and mo-

bility patterns, carefully designed attacks based on well-known

techniques can cause considerable performance degradation.

We investigated the attack effectiveness under various settings

and identified properties of the networking environment that

attribute to the vulnerability of the network. We observed that

routing protocols which globally floods routing metadata to

guide routing decisions are more susceptible to attacks as the

routing metadata can be easily spoofed. We also observed that

the minimum hop count required for packet delivery plays

an important role. Generally, attacks become increasingly

effective when the minimum hop count required increases. For

DTNs whose peers need to communicate with high number

of hops, the attacks can be highly effective even for very

small number of attackers and we believe that authentication

mechanism should be in place.
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